A Note of Gratitude
Thank you FHM families for supporting the annual Scholastic book fair very generously through
your purchases!! The fair was a wonderfully fun, successful event. FHM grossed over $12,000 in
sales, our biggest year ever! Profits from the sales directly benefit the library and FHM through
a combination of Scholastic dollars and cash! It was so exciting to include the use of ‘Fox Trot
Bucks’ to our students’ shopping experience with ‘bucks’ to spend ranging from $1 to $25!
Thank you, also, for the many books donated for use in classrooms through the teachers’ wish
lists! The books go a long way in building classroom libraries!
The day the fair was being packed up, a LE student said to me, “I miss the fair.” My heart
smiles every time I think of the kiddos with their excitement at the fair!
Much Thanks!! to the awesome volunteers and CSN board members who shared their time,
enthusiasm and smiles! Yay to our teachers& staff for being so flexible and supportive of our
kiddos! This fair would not have been as wonderful without everyone’s positive energy!
Parent Volunteers: Eben H., Lisa C., Flora R., Hilary H., Chelsea O., Skylar S., Sandi D., Karen R.,
Leslie R., Janka B., Brynn H., Arwen P & Mom., Rachel D., Vanessa L., Lindsey E., Aneta R., Alison
F., Lisa S., Jennifer G., Kate D., Emily B., Kate A., Kara F. (Please accept my apologies if I
mistakenly missed someone or misspelled names)…
A special thank you goes to Leslie A., book- fair co-chair, Jolene T., and Dianna A., the team that
made this fair happen with all the behind the scenes planning, attention to the details & help at
the fair!! Also, a special thank you to Fox Trot chair person, Rachel H. and CSN board president,
Anna C. for connecting kiddos and their fundraising experience to the book fair, taking care of
all the ‘book buck’ details and bringing more money to our school! Much thanks also to Megan
W., Jill F., Lisa K., Danae F. and Jesse O., helping from the front office!!
I also want to extend my gratitude to Lisa Cernick and Rachel Duncan for gifting new books to the
library and the various ways they contribute to support our school’s literacy program and the library

year-round!!
With Heartfelt Gratitude to be a Part of this Community and Warmest Wishes for Your Winter
Break to be a Wonderful One!

Lynne Sekou
Bookfair Co-Chair, Librarian

